
KFSN-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT 

SECOND QUARTER 2001 
 

 

From April 1, 2001, through and including June 30, 2001, KFSN-TV presented regularly 

scheduled local news and produced 19-1/2 hours of local news programs a week, in addition 

to public affairs programs and syndicated programs.  KFSN also broadcast programs and 

public service announcements provided by the ABC Television Network.  Attached is the 

ABC-TV network second quarter news and public affairs program information report. 

 

KFSN, through its programming, addressed the following issues of concern for 

communities that make up the six-county area served by ABC-30:  

 

1. CHILDREN FIRST 

2. CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

3. ENERGY CRISIS 

4. EDUCATION 

5. EMPLOYMENT 

6. HEALTH 

7. PARENTING 

8. AGRICULTURE 

 

Programs, program segments, and local newscasts, broadcast by KFSN that provided 

significant treatment to the issues are the following. 

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST 

 

 

Children First is in its fourth year of production.  This yearlong effort focuses on the 

challenges, problems and opportunities facing children living in Central California.  The 

program concentrates on how the average person can make a difference in a child's life 

and highlight local news organizations that work with children and youth.  Children First 

includes local news-produced and/or network-produced half-hour programs, :30 

vignettes, public service announcements and special stories on Action News. 

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST:  MENTORING MATTERS  

04/22/01, 5:30-6:00PM, Length :30 min., Network (repeat) 

“Mentoring Matters” is a half-hour program where we saw ordinary people who are 

making an extraordinary difference by taking the time to mentor.  Parents and educators 

are spread thin with limited time, funds and resources.  However, all the news isn’t bad.  

One group of adults is making a big difference in the lives of this nation’s children – 

mentors.  Hosted by ABC News’ Chris Cuomo, ABC Children First: Mentoring Matters 

shows how we can all make a difference in the lives of children. 
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CHILDREN FIRST:  CHILDREN OF POVERTY  

04/01/01, 6:30-7:00PM, Length :30 min., Local 

04/22/01, 11:00-11:30AM, Length :30 min., Local 

“Children of Poverty”, hosted by anchors Kate Mistol and Warren Armstrong, is a half- 

hour program that takes a look at some of the challenges of raising children below the 

poverty line, and ways our community is coming together to fight the growing problem.  

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST VIGNETTES/PSA’S 

 

 

TITLE      LENGTH 

 

Healthy Families/Medical For Kids    :30 

California Food Policy Advocates/Stamps  :30 

Immunizations/Juanita    :30 

Honored Scholars (17 Spots)    :30 

 

 

 

ACTION NEWS 
 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 
Monday through Friday, 5:00-7:00AM, 2 hours, Local 

 

This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national and 

international news, sports, weather, medical, financial, and consumer reports. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 
Monday through Friday, 11:30AM-12 noon, 30 min., Local 

 

Up-to-date local news coverage is offered, as well as national and international news.  

Also included are medical, consumer, and financial reports. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT FIVE 
Monday through Friday, 5:00-5:30PM, 30 min., Local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national and 

international.  Also covered are sports and weather.  Included are medical, education, and 

consumer reports. 
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ACTION NEWS AT SIX 
Monday through Sunday, 6:00-6:30PM, 30 min., Local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national and 

international.  Also covered are weather and sports.  Friday's newscast features the Action 

News Person of the Week. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN 
Monday through Sunday, 11:00-11:30PM, 30 min., Local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national and 

international.  Also covered are sports and weather; consumer reports are included. 

 

 

 

VALLEY FOCUS 
Sunday, 10:30-11:00AM, 30 min., Local/Public Affairs 

 

Half-hour weekly local talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local 

affairs. 

 

 

 

AG USA 
Half-hour weekly syndicated magazine-format agribusiness program.  Broadcast most 

Saturdays and Sundays at 5:00am. 
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, WEEKEND, 04/01/01, LENGTH 1:10 MIN., LOCAL 

It's the second murder investigation in the city of Madera this year.  Officers say they 

believe the suspects were specifically after the two victims.  Neighbors say the victims 

and their family were having a party last night.  Police say just before ten o'clock, a few 

Hispanic male suspects walked up to  the house and shot 43-year-old Lupe Muñoz and 23 

year-old Mary Gonzalez in the chest.  The victims were mother and daughter.  Police say 

the investigation is ongoing.  The city of Madera has had three murders so far this year. 

  

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/02/2001, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

South Valley investigators are working to find clues into what they are calling a "double 

homicide."  Last night at about 9:30, two bodies were found in the trunk of a burning car 

near the Tulare County town of Ivanhoe.  A nearby garage fire is also being investigated 

as a possible crime scene.  The identities of the victims in the car trunk are not yet 

known.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/03/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

A South Valley couple, accused of killing two people in Ivanhoe, are awaiting extradition 

to Tulare County.  Detectives say 31-year-old Todd Givens, and his 24-year-old wife 

Lacy, were arrested last night in Las Vegas.  They were wanted in connection with the 

deaths of a man and a woman, whose bodies were found in the trunk of a burned out car 

earlier this week.  Todd Given's mother, Cheryl, was also arrested.  Investigators say she 

helped the couple transport the bodies after the crime was committed.  There is still no 

word on the identity of the victims. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/03/01, LENGTH 1:42 MIN., LOCAL 

She doesn't wear a mask or a cape or carry a gun.  But our Person of the Week does her 

crimefighting with lots of love and compassion.  The driving forces behind Care Fresno 

are the police and faith-based groups.  Care Fresno partners with community 

organizations to restore and maintain safe neighborhoods.  Police say crime dropped in 

this part of Central Fresno when Valerie and Care Fresno started working here.  It's not 

always easy.  Valerie says many of the kids are deeply troubled, dealing with problems at 

home like child abuse, drugs and violence.  Care Fresno needs more volunteers like her. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/03/01, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 

A 30-year-old murder case in the South Valley is going to trial.  Gerald Tucker is accused 

of killing a Tulare woman back in 1969.  The video is of Tucker creating a disturbance 

during a previous court appearance.  A judge ruled he is fit to stand trial.  The decision 

was based on several doctor's reports regarding Tucker's mental state of mind.  The 64-

year-old man is charged with killing social worker Wilma McNutt, who was found dead 

in her apartment.  He was the original suspect.  Thirty years later, DNA tests matched 

crime scene evidence to Tucker. 
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NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/06/01, LENGTH 1:40 MIN., LOCAL 

It's tough to find anything good from the murders of innocent children -- but a Merced 

family is doing their best.  Anna Carpenter still has the scars from Jonathan Bruce's 

pitchfork attack.  She survived.  Her two youngest siblings did not.  She and other family 

members will never forget the horrible crime.  But they now focus their efforts on sharing 

their loss with others.  Artwork on these walls at Mercy Medical Center show John and 

Ashley Carpenter at some of their happiest times.  The children were killed last August 

after Jonathan Bruce broke into their Merced home and attacked them with a pitchfork.  It 

took family and friends about a week to paint these loving tributes.  They say it's another 

way of dealing with their deaths. 

  

VALLEY FOCUS, 10:30AM, 04/08/01, 30 MIN., LOCAL/PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Featured organizations:  Rape Counseling Services and the Marjaree Mason Center.  

Today's focus is on abuse.  The act comes in many forms.  A recent report from Amnesty 

International entitled "Broken Bodies, Shattered Minds" states that women are beaten and 

raped by husbands and boyfriends in every country.  There were 6,500 domestic violence 

cases in Fresno last year, not only in poor apartment complexes, but also in homes in 

expensive real estate areas.  How do you keep from becoming a victim?  Fresno's Rape 

Counseling Service says being aware of the dangers should be your first line of defense.  

Fresno's Marjaree Mason Center has served thousands of abused women and their 

children over the years.  They have taken women into their shelter and protected them 

from violence and, in some cases, even prevented their death. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/11/01, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

Identity theft is the number one growing crime in the country, including here in Fresno.  

But businesses are teaming up with police to help catch the fakes -- so don't be surprised 

if you get asked for a fingerprint.  People convicted of identity theft usually get anywhere 

from probation to two years in jail.  To protect yourself, be careful whom you give 

personal information to and shred credit card offers that you get in the mail and don't use.  

Get a lock on your mailbox or get a post office box.  Don't carry a lot of credit cards or 

your social security card.  And check your credit 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/17/01, LENGTH 1:20 MIN., LOCAL 

The Fresno Police Department wrote the City of Fresno who spend about one and a half 

million dollars per year cleaning graffiti.  Three trucks are on duty seven days a week 

chasing down vandalized areas.  The council says the want to look into stiffer penalties 

for taggers and for businesses that don't remove graffiti from their buildings.  Police 

estimate they will arrest about 775 people for tagging this year.  That’s a 20 percent 

increase from last year.  They say they rarely catch the vandals in the act.  The majority 

of arrests come from follow-up investigation work.  

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/17/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Former Fresno police officer Stanley Macias will make his first court appearance 

tomorrow on child molestation charges.  We showed video of Macias from a story on 

Action News eight years ago about a new juvenile crime program at Bullard High 

School.  Macias was assigned there.  Court documents reveal more about the charges 
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against him.  Investigators say he molested three boys, who are now ages 19, 23, and 31.  

Mathey say most of the attacks happened at Macias' north Fresno home.  Macias is in jail.  

He resigned from the police department after he was arrested.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/24/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL  

The trial is now underway for a former Visalia foster mother accused of murdering a 

four-year-old boy under her care.  Action News first revealed the death of Jaime Mayne 

just over a year ago.  If convicted of the crime, Delfina Jahnigen could get life in prison 

or the death penalty.  A jury will ultimately decide her fate.  

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/24/01, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

Crime victims from across California came to the State Capitol, lobbying for victim's 

rights.  Pictures of the victims were placed on the Capitol steps.  Among them, pictures of 

Ashley and John William Carpenter from Merced.  They were killed last summer by an 

intruder with a pitchfork.  On Action News Live at Eleven, the Carpenter family talks 

about how they're coping since the murders, and how they're trying to help others. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE,  04/25/01, LENGTH 1:32 MIN., LOCAL 

In Sacramento, a strange confrontation.  Families of prison inmates and families of crime 

victims squared off at the State Capitol.  The issue will be changing the Three Strikes 

law.  The bill goes to the Appropriations Committee.  Governor Gray Davis, who has 

been reluctant in the past to weaken Three Strikes or any other tough-on-crime laws, does 

not have a position on the bill.  

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/26/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

The House passed a bill making it a federal crime to harm a fetus while attacking a 

pregnant woman.  Critics say it's a back door attack on abortion rights.  They say it's the 

first step toward recognizing a fetus as a separate person.  Republican backers call it an 

anti-crime measure, and President Bush supports the bill. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/30,01, LENGTH , 1:20 MIN., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  11PM , 04/30/01, LENGTH , 1:20 MIN., LOCAL 

The Visalia City Council is working to improve a fast growing area of the city, where 

crime and other problems are on the rise.  The council held a town hall meeting tonight 

with people who live and work in north Visalia.  Citizens, police officers, and city 

council members focused on the growing needs of north Visalia, which recently got its 

own police and fire stations.  The city also invested more than a million dollars to expand 

and renovate the community center.  But much of the focus tonight was on the need for 

more retail stores in north Visalia, especially a large grocery store.  Still, residents say 

they're optimistic, pointing to a new sports park, set to open in the next couple of years.  

This was the second town hall meeting to focus on the needs of north Visalia. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/01/01, LENGTH 1:16 MIN., LOCAL 

Authorities say stealing farm equipment or animals is a serious crime.  The Tulare 

County Ag crimes unit is trying to combat the problem by using high tech tools, like 
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surveillance cameras.  Detectives say there's a big market for stolen ag goods.  It's a 

highly organized multi-million dollar scheme. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/05/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

There was fear and panic in a Valley neighborhood after the third attempted kidnapping 

in the area in as many days.  The kidnapping attempts all happened very close to each 

other in  Fresno and Clovis, and police are looking for the same suspect. 

  

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/06/01, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 

A boy suspected of stabbing a teenager to death is to be in court.  The accused is only 13 

years old.  Police say the boy killed fifteen-year-old Salvador Estrada at a southeast 

Fresno apartment complex on April 27.  If convicted, the most he faces is 11 years in the 

Youth Authority. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/11/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Some of the Valley's top police dogs showed off their abilities in Clovis.  It was all part 

of the fourth annual American Legion K-9 awards banquet.  More than 40 officers 

participated in the event.  Handlers were asked to write an essay about their dog's most 

dangerous assignment.  Representatives from the American Legion voted on the best 

story.  The winner was Officer Warren Webb and his dog, Renko, from the Madera 

Police Department.  

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/15/01, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 

Fresno's top lawman has announced his retirement.  Ed Winchester has been Chief of the 

Fresno Police Department since 1994.  He plans to call it quits this fall.  Winchester says 

some high points during his career include the 300 new officers added to the force and 

the city's record crime reduction.  Some of his low points -- the bomb bunker scare, and 

the arrest and conviction of Officer Paul Hurth for manslaughter.  But through it all, 

Winchester says he always kept his perspective. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/15/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

Closing arguments tomorrow in the trial of a South Valley man charged with kidnapping 

and raping a Visalia city bus driver.  A security camera on board the bus captured the 

events leading up to the crime.  Knight spent several hours on the bus.  Police say he 

waited for the last passenger to get off, then threatened the female driver with a knife. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/24/01, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 

People living near Dailey were concerned about crime, and parents were worried the 

school changes would affect their children's education.  Apparently, many on the school 

board took concerns to heart.  They voted 5 to 2 against the proposal. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/31/01, LENGTH :10 SEC., LOCAL 

The city of Fresno has a new ranking and it's not something to brag about.  The latest FBI 

crime statistics show Fresno at the top of the list of California cities with the most crime:  

77 crimes for every 1,000 residents.  Fresno is followed by Berkeley,  Stockton,  

Sacramento and San Bernardino, respectively. 
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NEWSCAST:  6PM, 06/06/01, LENGTH 1:24 MIN., LOCAL 

Leaving a child alone in a hot car for only a minute may seem harmless enough.  But a 

new measure that passed the State Senate today could make it a crime. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/08/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

Arrests have been made in an incident that cost local farmers water and money.  Two 

teens were arrested on charges of breaking into the Franchi Dam in Madera County.  The 

vandals opened the water gates last month, spilling 20 million gallons of water, which 

disrupted water deliveries to local farmers.  The Madera County sheriff's department says 

a 17-year-old juvenile and 18-year-old Jerett Fred Toschi admitted participating in the 

crime.  Detectives are still looking for a third suspect 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/10/01, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL  

A notorious killer here in the Valley goes to court.  Cary Stayner is the motel handyman 

convicted of beheading a Yosemite park naturalist.  He faces trial for the murders of three 

Yosemite tourists.  Jim Wieder talked to the victim's family about the crime and possible 

punishment.  A judge will begin hearing evidence today to determine if Cary Stayner 

should stand trial.  Stayner has confessed to killing Carole and Juli Sund and Silvina 

Pelosso.  A recording of the confession is expected to be played in the courtroom. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 06/12/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

Keeping young teens out of trouble is key to lowering the crime rate.  A state commission 

released a report today detailing ways California can help prevent juvenile crime.  Some 

local programs are examples of what works. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/19/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Undercover detectives have been staking out the airport for DeShawn Stevenson most of 

the day.  They expected him to fly in and were waiting to arrest him.  So far, that hasn't 

happened.  Detectives say the victim in this case is only 14 years old.  DeShawn 

Stevenson is accused of having sex with the girl during a recent visit to Fresno. 

 

 

ENERGY CRISIS 

 

  

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL. 

California's first couple is doing their part to help the state get through the power crisis.  

First Lady Sharon Davis says she and the governor have slashed their energy costs by 38-

percent since implementing energy-saving tips.  They've replaced almost 150 lights with 

low wattage bulbs.  They're still deciding whether or not to replace some of their aging 

appliances.  And one hint California's First Lady gave to keep your fridge cool if the 

power gets cut -- store a couple of gallons of water inside at all times. 
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NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/04/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

The energy crisis has forced one South Valley restaurant out of business.  The doors of 

Sal's Mexican restaurant in Visalia are closed, permanently.  Owners say the soaring 

energy costs are more than they can handle.  They say it's too expensive to make this 50-

year-old building energy efficient.  So they've called it quits at this location, and other 

businesses may follow. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/05/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

Governor Gray Davis will speak to California residents tonight in a televised speech 

about the power crisis.  Legislators say he needs to outline a clear agenda for dealing with 

the state's power problems.  Some Democrats are also saying he needs to send tough 

signals to power generators that he will crack down on price gouging. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/05/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL  

Governor Gray Davis has asked TV stations around the state for five minutes of airtime 

to talk about the power crisis.  The move comes as the governor is facing mounting 

pressure to reassure the public that he's doing something to ease the crunch  that's 

expected to peak this summer when air conditioners are cranked up.  After hearing from 

the Governor, we will have live reaction from our political analyst, Jim Joseph.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/06/01, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

Ratepayers and consumer advocates are criticizing Governor Davis' latest proposal to 

resolve the state's power crisis.  Under his plan, the increases would range from 10 

percent to 34 and a half percent with an average increase of 26 and a half percent.  Davis 

says his proposal will protect average consumers -- reward conservation efforts and 

motivate big users to cut back.  The governor also lashed out at federal power regulators 

for failing to help California.  Valley residents are getting fed up with the power crisis 

and their skyrocketing utility costs.  So in protest, they set fire to their PG&E bills. 

  

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/06/01, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL  

PG&E says the power will continue to flow and its employees will continue to get paid.  

But the utility's decision to file for bankruptcy throws the state into uncharted territory.  

Assemblyman Dean Florez was very critical of the governor's handling of the energy 

crisis.  He said instead of legislators leaving for Easter break, they should stay in 

Sacramento and work through the weekend to come up with a viable energy plan for the 

state. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/11/01 LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 

A South Valley school district is taking no chances with the state's ongoing energy crisis.  

Rolling blackouts hit three Visalia schools for the first time in March with no advance 

warning.  District officials are now taking proactive measures to prepare for future, 

unanticipated power outages.  They've developed an extensive emergency plan for all 

schools.  It includes how to notify parents if there's a blackout.  In addition, every 

principal will have a cell phone and battery operated hand radio. 
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NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/13/01, LENGTH 1:35 MIN., LOCAL 

Duke Energy says the Avenal site is a prime location to run a power plant and provide 

600 megawatts of electricity.  But it'll require a significant amount of ag water.  The big 

question right now is where to get the valuable resource.  Still no decision on who will 

provide the water.  The Water Commission supports the project, but recommends not 

using farm water.  It suggests turning to other places to get water.  Next week a meeting 

will be held to brainstorm solutions.  Among those attending will be farmers, water and 

county officials and Duke Energy representatives.  Duke Energy is one of the world's 

largest power plant companies.  They plan to use advanced technology on the Avenal 

plant.  They say it will have no water pollution and meet air emission standards. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/13/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Governor Gray Davis says he's working quickly to get more power on line to help keep 

the lights and air conditioning on this summer.  In Sacramento, the governor endorsed a 

plan to build a power plant in San Jose.  The California energy commission will vote on 

the plant this summer.  Davis says increasing generation is critical to easing the state's 

power crisis.  

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/25/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

Federal regulators hope to ease California's power crisis.  They have authorized limited 

price controls on wholesale electricity prices when reserves fall below seven percent.  

Meanwhile, power generators who try to take advantage of the energy market could end 

up behind bars.  A bill before the legislature would allow the attorney general to 

prosecute energy generators who charge unfair prices.  Lieutenant Governor Cruz 

Bustamante says the measure sends a strong warning to anyone who tries to manipulate 

the market. 

  

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/26/01, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

If you want to learn more about how the Valley will deal with the summer's power crisis, 

there's a regional energy summit you can attend.  It's taking place tomorrow at the Fresno 

Fairgrounds from 9AM to 4PM.  Energy experts and elected officials will be there to talk 

about ways to make the Valley self-sufficient. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/29/01 LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL  

In the midst of California's power crisis, California's only nuclear power plant is 

temporarily shutting down.  PG&E's Diablo Canyon plant near San Luis Obispo went off 

line for scheduled refueling.  It will be down for about 35 days.  The utility company says 

shutting down now will help the plant meet high demand come this summer.  Diablo 

Canyon produces enough electricity to power about 825,000 homes.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/01/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL  

Until we resolve the power crisis, summer blackouts will happen, and officials say they 

could be a lot more frequent than earlier predicted.  State energy officials say more 

existing plants are headed for maintenance shutdowns,  so hot weather could shut the 

lights down. 
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NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/10/01, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL  

Because of the power crisis, Fresno Unified is changing its summer class schedule.  

Starting next month, year around schools will start and end half an hour early.  

Traditional summer school programs will run four days a week instead of five, adding an 

hour to the schedule to make up for the lost day. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/10/01, LENGTH 1:15 MIN., LOCAL 

When farmers and factories get their statements from PG&E next month, they could see a 

big increase in their bills.  Some of them say it might be enough to drive them out of 

business and out of the Valley.  The P-U-C is expected to vote on the rate increase plan 

on Monday.  If it's passed, it would take effect on June first.  But the increase actually 

was approved on March 27
th

, so the rates would be retroactive and would be spread out 

evenly on bills for the next 12 months.  Residential bills for heavy users are set to go up 

between 35 and 40 percent. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/22/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Governor Davis made a move today that will give California more power.  He signed a 

bill into law that makes it easier and faster to seek approval to build power plants.  It's an 

effort to get more plants on line to help California out of its energy crisis.  The law 

shortens the time that local governments have to review the proposed facilities. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/25/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

The power crisis has stopped plans to expand a cheese factory in the South Valley.  The 

Marquez Brothers plant in Hanford turns a million pounds of milk into cheese everyday.  

The company used to pay $5,000 a month for gas.  Now it's paying $80,000.  Owners say 

if the energy crisis isn't solved soon, the entire plant may be forced to move out of state.  

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/24/01, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/25/01, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

The power crisis may have claimed another victim.  The Madera Rescue Mission says 

much of the money they use for programs is now going toward the monthly electric bill.  

If they don't get some financial help soon, they may be forced to turn people away.  The 

shelter is home to 80 people and serves about 7,500 meals to the needy each month.  The 

Rescue Mission is the only shelter in Madera that feeds and shelters the homeless.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/28/01, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 

President Bush comes to California today for the first time since the November election.  

The visit includes a trip to the Sequoia National Forest and a meeting with Governor 

Davis to discuss California's energy woes.  Davis has been sharply critical of Bush for 

failing to cap wholesale power prices.  But Bush maintains price controls will only make 

the problem worse in the long term.  Most Californians disapprove of Bush's approach to 

the state's energy crisis.  A poll released last week showed more than half of Californians 

rated Bush's handling of the state's energy situation as poor or very poor.   
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NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/01/01, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

There's a new wrinkle in California's power crisis.  Governor Gray Davis issued an 

executive order today requiring the state to give 48-hour warnings for rolling blackouts.  

Right now Valley businesses are trying to figure out if the plan will help or hurt their 

operations. 

   

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/05/01, LENGTH 1:50 SEC., LOCAL 

Soaring energy prices are hitting many California businesses hard.  But one Valley 

company is trying some unique ways to lower costs and stay in business.  Tri-tech is also 

looking at measures like changing their operating hours to help save energy and cut costs.  

Meantime, the company says it's getting offers from out of state to move their business.  

They say that's not an option, and they'll ride out the energy crisis as best as they can. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/19/01, LENGTH 1:05 MIN., LOCAL 

Growers worry hotter temperatures will translate into rolling blackouts.  The summer 

months are critical for packing and shipping perishable fruit like peaches and nectarines.  

They can't afford to be without power.  Growers say they have no choice but to buy or 

rent a generator.  With the ongoing energy crisis, they can't afford to take any chances.  

Many feel it's a matter of necessity.  They have a short period of time to harvest 

perishable fruit and rely on a powered facility to pack and market their product quickly. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/21/01, LENGTH 1:37 MIN., LOCAL 

When it comes to energy conservation, one South Valley community means business.  

The city of Lindsay is going all out to cut back on its electrical use.  Everyone's 

conservation is working.  There are no power alerts in effect.  Also, a look at local 

businesses that are requesting exemptions from rolling blackouts.  Some of the reasons 

may surprise you.  

 

 

EDUCATION 

 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/01/01, LENGTH 1:37 MIN., LOCAL 

A Los Angeles institute conducted a survey.  It shows a disturbing trend of students 

carrying weapons.  But at the same time, one school in that area is using a value based on 

an education program and teachers say it's working.  The nationwide survey interviewed 

over 15 thousand students and reports students who use drugs and alcohol at school are 

more likely to obtain and carry weapons. 

       

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 04/03/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Dozens of dedicated parents spent the night out in the cold hoping to give their child a 

good education.  It all paid off this morning, but it turns out they didn't need to wait 

outside at all.  A total of about 80 parents began lining up yesterday afternoon at Maple 

Creek Elementary to register their children for kindergarten.  There was only a limited 

amount of space available and students that didn't make the cut would have to be bussed 
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to other schools.  As it turned out, even after all these parents signed up, there were open 

spaces available for more kids. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/03/01, LENGTH 1:43 MIN., LOCAL 

Getting kids to eat right is a constant struggle.  But there's a program in some Valley 

schools that's working to change those bad habits.  Action News anchor Juanita 

Stevenson had tonight’s SchoolWatch report.  The program is called power-mid, a play 

on the pyramid food chart.  It kicked off today at Reyburn Intermediate school in Clovis.  

Pouliot is using the same marketing techniques as many fast food chains -- to make 

eating healthy, "cool".  The power-mid food chart, offering nutritious food such as 

chicken, salads and fresh fruit, is set up right next to the snack bar and students are 

enlisted to help spread the message. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

You can get an education from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, without ever 

leaving your home.  M-I-T plans to make the materials for nearly all its courses available 

on the internet over the next ten years, for free.  The website will be called "M-I-T Open 

Courseware".  It will provide outlines, lecture notes and reading lists for about two 

thousand courses.  The head of the school says the website addresses a concern many 

academics have over the "privatization of knowledge." 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

A creative push is underway to bring art programs back into public schools.  A group of 

students performed at the State Capitol to drive that point home.  Supporters say visual 

and performing arts are essential elements in a well-rounded education.  Studies show 

students who are exposed to the arts do better on the S-A-T exam.  A bill introduced in 

the Assembly would require all K-12 students in California to take these type of courses.  

Opponents say it would cost over $40 million to fund the programs.  

  

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL  

Senate Democrats have won a tentative victory in the battle over tax cuts.  They approved 

an amendment that trims President Bush's tax cut plan by spending more on education.  

Republicans in the House were more successful.  They passed a key part of the 

president's plan, eliminating the estate tax, although it won't happen for another ten years. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/09/01, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 

The National Education Goals Panel will soon release the results of its seven-year study 

of math and reading scores.  Nationwide, math scores among fourth and eighth graders 

are improving.  But reading scores are lacking in part of the reason is because of the way 

it is taught.  Teachers have been split over whether it's better to teach reading with 

phonics, where students learn by sounding out words, or the whole language method, 

where students learn through literature.  Experts say students who have not learned to 

read at their grade level by third grade will probably never catch up.  
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NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/11/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Rising power costs have local schools digging into their reserves to pay the bills.  For 

instance, the Fresno Unified School District budgeted $10 million for power this year.  

The actual cost will be about $12 million.  In Visalia, the district budgeted $2 million, but 

will actually spend $3 million. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/12/01, LENGTH 1:24 MIN., LOCAL 

The 2000 census figures revealed that Hispanics now make up 47 percent of the 

population here in the Valley.  It was a hot topic at the annual Hispanic Business Expo at 

the Visalia Convention Center.  More than 300 people turned out for the 7th Annual 

Hispanic Business and Conference Expo.  It's a record number for the event.  

Assemblywoman Sarah Reyes also says the census report is prompting legislators to fund 

and support different Latino programs, both in business and education.  

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10:30AM, 04/15/01, 30 MIN., LOCAL/PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Featured organizations: California State University, Fresno's Summer Arts Program and 

University High School.  Today's show focuses on education and features some positive 

stories that highlight alternative choices helping to inspire students to do well in school 

and stay in school.  There are some excellent vocational choices offered to students to 

learn job skills for life after high school.  Also featured is a unique high school that's all 

about music and rigorous academics. 

 

Once again, CSU-Fresno will host the CSU Summer Arts Program.  Hundreds of students 

and artists will live on campus this summer participating in artistic workshops including 

theater, dance, music, visual arts, creative writing, media and arts education.  University 

High School is a public charter high school where music is a common experience for all 

students.  It is located on the campus of CSU, Fresno.  To be accepted, a student must 

have music skills and the motivation to work hard to master a rigorous college 

preparatory curriculum in science, math and the humanities 

  

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/17/01, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 

The interim superintendent of West Fresno schools is out.  District trustees voted to fire 

Franz Criego last night.  One trustee says he voted Criego out because he circulated a 

memo with the names of staff members and their job status.  Criego says two trustees 

wanted him to unlawfully fire, demote or suspend staff.  Criego has been replaced with 

Virgil Price, who has been a curriculum consultant for the District.  The Fresno County 

Office of Education is meeting today to discuss the situation. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/19/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Action News has learned that the Fresno County Grand Jury is investigating the West 

Fresno School District.  The information comes to light as the leadership of the school 

board changes.  Action News reports on the turmoil and its effect on the children's 

education. 
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NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/20/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 

People in the West Fresno School District tonight are resisting a takeover by the County 

Office of Education.  The district has been in turmoil, with four superintendents in the 

past year.  And the County schools superintendent is asking the state to let him take 

control.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/23/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

President Bush is playing host to star teachers at the White House.  They're the winners 

of the National Teacher of the Year Awards.  Meanwhile, the Senate is weighing a bill 

that reflects Bush's goals to hold teachers more accountable and provide vouchers to 

students. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/23/01, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL  

Fresno County's top education leader is calling for an audit of the troubled West Fresno 

School District.  County Superintendent Dr. Pete Mehas notified the school district late 

this afternoon.  He says it's clear the district now finds itself in a very serious financial 

position.  Mehas is calling for the audit because of things like poorly kept accounting 

records and the handling of district money.  The district has been in turmoil for a while, 

with administrators being fired and residents calling for board member recalls.  It has had 

four superintendents in the past year.    

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/24/01, LENGTH  :30 SEC., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/27/01, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 

A woman who has made education a life-long commitment is about to change the way 

students learn at Fresno State.  That's because Marion Kremen just donated $4 million to 

the University's School of Education and Human Development.  The 91-year-old former 

teacher wants to create a doctoral program in education.  Mrs. Kremen's late husband 

Benjamin taught at Fresno State and coordinated the graduate studies program in the 

Education Department.  President John Welty now wants to name the school after the 

couple. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/04/01, LENGTH 2:24 MIN., LOCAL 

According to a state education commission, 17,000 seniors graduated from Valley high 

schools in 1999.  But only 12 percent went on to a four-year college or university.  What 

happens to the students who don't get a college degree?  Are we doing enough to prepare 

these young people for a life after high school?  Action News anchor Juanita Stevenson 

looks for answers in tonight's SchoolWatch report.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/09/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 

Republicans are confident they have the votes to get President Bush's budget plans 

through the House today and the Senate tomorrow.  They say enough moderate 

Democrats have agreed to vote in favor of the package after gaining concessions on 

education funding. 
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NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 05/16/01, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 

Students who hadn't thought about going to college go through a life changing 

experience.  These McLane High sophomores are finishing up a semester of studies at 

Fresno State.  Its part of the "turning point" program, which encourages students to attend 

college.  Fresno State students serve as mentors.  The kids say the program has changed 

their whole outlook on education.  They now see college as a viable option now that they 

know more about  financial aid and scholarship programs. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/19/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Education is extremely important to the Latinos in our community.  Inner city schools are 

trying to make sure we get the right teachers and funding so we can have a successful 

tomorrow.  Hope Wants rallies, such as the one held today, help empower young Latinos 

into politics.  Instead of rallying lawmakers, the group wants some of these young women 

to be lawmakers. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/24/01, LENGTH 1:35 MIN., LOCAL 

Every spring,  high school graduates look toward a bright future.  But for nearly two 

dozen class valedictorians in Fresno County this year, getting into the perfect college will 

be a problem, and a proposal to change that is stirring up controversy.  Action News 

reporter Joanne Feldman has the story -- Her future looks bright, but she's hit a stumbling 

block.  Like 24 other class valedictorians in Fresno County this year, she is an illegal 

immigrant.  Fabiola cannot afford the out-of-state college tuition that comes with that 

status.  But that may soon change with the State Assembly taking an interest in stories 

like hers The Assembly bill will now go to the Senate.  If approved, it will move to the 

Governor's desk. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/31/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

More than 300 adults in Fresno, diplomas now in hand, are looking for new 

opportunities.  It has been a long time coming for some students from Fresno Adult 

School who graduated high school today.  The adult education program lasts two to three 

years.  Many of this year's graduates arranged their class schedules around work and 

family in order to finish school.  The program's director hopes the students realize the 

potential they have. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/04/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

Paying for college is about to get less expensive for students and families saddled by 

education loans.  Starting July first, the interest rate on federally backed student loans 

will be reset to the lowest level since the program began in 1965.  The Education 

Department announced today:  Interest on student loans will drop to 5.9 percent,  down 

from the current 8.1-9 percent.  Students start paying off the loans six months after 

leaving school and typically have ten years to do it.   

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/06/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL  

A South Valley group is helping build better homes.  The Tulare County Youth-Build 

Program just received a $140,000 grant that will help it continue construction training for 

people age 17 to 24.  Trainees learn skills while helping build homes for low-income 
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families.  They just completed a home in Goshen and rolled out the welcome mat today.  

Their training has led to full time jobs and has helped members continue their education.  

Youthbuild of Fresno also received $59,000 from the State 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10:30AM, 06/10/01, 30 MIN., LOCAL/PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

The first segment of today's show focuses on the Fresno County Office of Education's 

"Passport to Knowledge" program.  As much as we value all the cultural arts programs 

and institutions in our community, many students are not taking full advantage of their 

offerings.  While many school children attend via school tour programs, students and 

their families are not being encouraged to attend on their own.  The Passport to 

Knowledge program does exactly that.  This new program, created by the Superintendent 

of the Fresno County Office of Education, will connect students and their families 

through a "journey to some of the community's finest classrooms."  They also have a 

stamped passport to show where their travels take them. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/12/01, LENGTH :15 SEC. LOCAL 

The State wants more Spanish translators at Fresno Unified.  They are needed to help 

special education students and their parents.  At least seven parents have filed complaints 

with the State.  They say it took the District too long to translate detailed reports on the 

special needs of their children.  District officials say they tried to solve the problem 

before the complaints were filed. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 06/14/01, LENGTH 1:35 MIN., LOCAL 

This is the House of Hope Renaissance Charter School, and the school's first graduation 

ceremony is about to get underway.  Three students are picking up their diplomas this 

evening, three students who probably would not have graduated without this school. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/15/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Kids at Valley Children's Hospital celebrated the end of their school year today.  

Employees hosted a carnival for students of the hospital "school" this morning.  There 

were plenty of carnival games, face painting, even a train to move the youngsters around 

the carnival.  About 16 students take part in the education program every day, and some 

600 kids went to the school this year alone. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10:30AM, 06/17/01, 30 MIN., LOCAL/PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Today's show focuses on summer reading programs for kids and teenagers through the 

Fresno County Public Library and the Tulare County Office of Education.  Both have 

wonderful plans that will inspire reading and performances.  In Fresno, children will 

enjoy puppet and magic shows.  For teens, it's brain challenge games, cinema cafe, masks 

and mimes, and a murder mystery night.  In Tulare, it's an intensive summer reading 

program that hosts a strange cast of characters from a far-off galaxy.  Some teachers 

believe that some children have a tendency to lose their reading ability over the summer.  

Studies show that children who participate in summer reading programs are more likely 

to retain their reading skills over the school vacation, according to the American Library 

Association 
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EMPLOYMENT 

 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 04/04/01, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 

New jobs are heading to the South Valley.  Cigna Healthcare is making room for about 

400 new jobs.  In Visalia, there was a groundbreaking for a 50,000 square foot expansion 

to the company's building on Akers Street.  Cigna is already the city's largest private 

employer with just under 1,000 workers. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/11/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 

Hospitals like Valley Children's in Madera have provided medical students with the 

opportunity to get vital hands-on training.  But some doctors are concerned the 

President's budget proposal could mean fewer physicians for the Valley.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/12/01, LENGTH 3:41 MIN., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/12/01, LENGTH :11 SEC., LOCAL 

The Latino population is not only bulging in big US cities, but it's taking off in parts of 

the country's heartland.  Maria Hinojosa looks at how Latinos adjust to such a new life.  

Latino business leaders are optimistic about the future.  Many believe the Hispanic 

population boom will bring more dollars and jobs to the Valley. 

  

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/13/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

Plans for a huge new power plant in Kings County are in the works.  Duke Energy wants 

to build a 600-megawatt energy plant in Avenal near Interstate 5 and the California 

Aqueduct.  They say it's a prime location for a natural gas plant.  It will go on line in 

three years.  It's expected to bring in hundreds of jobs and provide about 600,000 homes 

with electricity.  But the plant requires a significant amount of water.  It needs 8,000 acre 

feet to cool it.  And the big question is where to get the water. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/16/01, LENGTH 1:48 MIN., LOCAL 

It's been a year since the National Park monument designation, and its future is uncertain.  

The controversial move stopped all logging, mining and off-road cars on the forest floor.  

It forced a longtime Dinuba sawmill to shut down, leaving hundreds without jobs.  

Senator Dianne Feinstein has secured millions of dollars for economic development.  The 

funding will help displaced workers and provide job training.  A Tulare County lawsuit 

was filed against the government after the monument designation. Logging interests and 

recreational groups want a federal judge to turn it back. No decision has been made. 

  

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/25/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL  

The Fresno School Board faces some major financial decisions tonight. The huge District 

has to make some big budget cuts. A staff report recommends the District slash spending 

by 25 million dollars. The concern is over how those cuts will impact the 80,000 students, 

because some teachers will likely lose their jobs.  
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NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/26/01, LENGTH :10 SEC., LOCAL  

The Fresno City Council voted today to place an immediate hiring freeze on City jobs. A 

recent audit shows the City's revenues did not meet projections and that the City probably 

spent more than it had. Until next year's budget is worked out, Council members say they 

need to cut costs. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/09/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL  

The power crisis could cost people their jobs, but the governor wants to protect them. 

Governor Gray Davis ordered the unemployment office to waive its one-week waiting 

period for people who lose their jobs because of power outages.  The order is for people 

who are otherwise eligible for unemployment benefits. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/10/01, LENGTH 2:24 MIN., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/10/01, LENGTH 2:24 MIN., LOCAL  

According to a State Education Commission, 17,000 seniors graduated from Valley high 

schools in 1999.  But only 12 percent went on to a four-year college or university. What 

happens to the students who don't get a college degree?  Are we doing enough to prepare 

these young people for a life after high school? Action News anchor Juanita Stevenson 

looks for answers in tonight's SchoolWatch report.  We'll show how some schools are  

preparing young people to find jobs in the real world. There are a number of career 

education opportunities in both the public and private schools.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/15/01, LENGTH :08 SEC., LOCAL  

More jobs are coming to the Valley.  The Fresno Bee reports this morning that Table 

Mountain Casino is almost doubling the number of slot machines it has and is creating 

about 300 more jobs. The casino has just completed a 22,000 square foot expansion.  

Table Mountain is about 35 miles northeast of Fresno. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/18/01, LENGTH 1:46 MIN., LOCAL  

With graduation day fast approaching, students across the country are beginning to look 

for jobs.  However, many college grads are finding the job market is not so promising. 

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 05/21/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

This week's Oprah's Angel Network "Use Your Life" award goes to a mother who helps 

homeless and high-risk young women avoid violence, teen pregnancy, and exploitation.  

Find out how she's making a difference in her community by offering vocational 

guidance, and linking these girls with the resources they need to have safe, healthy lives.  

Also, tips for those struggling to support a family on an income from a minimum wage 

job.  Millions of Americans are working full-time, sometimes even two or three jobs, and 

yet they are still living below the poverty level.  How their strength and tenacity are 

helping them to survive in a stressful economic environment. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/30/01, LENGTH :14 SEC., LOCAL 

Dozens of Fresno workers will soon be looking for new jobs. AT&T Broadband has 

confirmed that its call center in Fresno will be shut down by July 16th, leaving 85 people 

out of work.  The center takes care of customers in the Los Angeles area.  
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NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/01/01 , LENGTH 1:05 MIN., LOCAL 

The Madera power plant is back online. It started generating electricity just before 

lunchtime today. The plant's reopening means 25 jobs here at the facility. There are 

probably even more that we can't measure because processors will be needed to grind up 

the ag waste so that it's ready to burn here.  

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 06/01/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 

There's a weekend event that could just be worth your while. Harris Ranch is having a job 

fair tomorrow. The beef processing company is looking to fill entry-level production 

positions, as well as jobs for skilled meat cutters.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/06/01, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 

A South Valley group is helping build better futures, and today it got a boost.  The Tulare 

County Youthbuild program just received a $140,000 grant that will help it continue 

construction training for people age 17 to 24. Trainees learn skills while helping build 

homes for low-income families. They just completed a home in Goshen and rolled out the 

welcome mat today. Their training has led to full-time jobs and has helped members 

continue their education. Youthbuild of Fresno also received $59,000 from the State. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/08/01, LENGTH :11 SEC., LOCAL 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/08/01, LENGTH :11 SEC., LOCAL 

Hundreds of people in Fresno and Madera Counties are out of a job.  That's because the 

Upright Company is shutting down two plants.  About 500 jobs have been lost in Madera, 

and another 300 in Selma, where workers just found out the news this afternoon.  

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 06/11/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL  

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/11/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

A Valley's "central" location helped lure about sixty new jobs.  The Bodek and Rhodes 

Distribution Center held its grand opening this afternoon.  The company sells clothing 

through its catalogs.  It picked Fresno County for this new center because they can serve 

95 percent of California customers with one-day service from here.  Twenty workers 

have already been hired, but they estimate hiring another forty more.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/13/01, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 

The recent shutdown of a major Valley employer is forcing another local company to cut 

jobs.  Hydratech Incorporated laid off about 45 employees this morning.  The 30-year-old 

Fresno company makes specially designed hydraulic cylinders.  About half of their 

business came from Upright, the Selma-based company that laid off its entire workforce 

last Friday.  Hydratech's vice president says their workers could see the job cuts coming. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/14/01, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL  

A strong show of support tonight in Mendota, for a plan to build a federal prison there.  

Signs reading "Mendota is ready" greeted officials from the Federal Bureau of Prisons at 

Mendota High School.  The proposed federal prison complex would create more than 

1,300 jobs and pump $47 million dollars a year into the local economy.  
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NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/15/01, LENGTH :13 SEC., LOCAL  

Help is on the way for hundreds of laid off Valley workers.  Fresno County will hold a 

job fair for former employees of Upright and Hydratech only.  The workers lost their jobs 

last week after Upright shut down.  The job fair is set for next Friday in Selma.  The 

County is also looking for businesses to take part in the job fair.  

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 06/19/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 

If you're looking for a fresh start and want to earn more than ten dollars an hour, there are 

new job openings.  Excel Corporation is accepting applications for its plant in Ottumwa, 

Iowa.  The pay begins at $10.50 an hour.  A screening process is underway today in 

Porterville. 

 

 

HEALTH 

 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/11/01, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL  

Hospitals like Valley Children's in Madera have provided medical students with the 

opportunity to get vital hands-on training.  But some doctors are concerned the 

President's budget proposal could mean fewer physicians for the valley.  USCSF Fresno 

currently receives about $500,000 to train 175 pediatricians each year.  Under Bush's 

budget proposal, the program stands to lose about $75,000 -- a cut Assistant Dean Dr. 

Gene Kallsen says they can't afford.  The Bush Administration argues training programs 

like this can afford a cutback.  Last year, Congress increased program spending from $40 

million to the current amount of $235 million.  Doctor Kezarian would like to see that 

number increase again.  Now Congress is already taking steps to insure the program's 

money.  As of last week, the Senate approved a measure to make sure full funding in 

included in next year's spending plan. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 4/03/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL  

A victory in court today for PacifiCare Health Systems, as the HMO moves to cancel its 

contract with Saint Agnes Medical Center.  A Los Angeles judge denied a request for a 

temporary restraining order, which would have prevented PacifiCare from moving its 

members to other hospitals.  Last week, PacifiCare announced it will be transferring its 

business and 61,000 HMO members to other hospital effective May 1st.  The move will 

create a $110 million dollar shortfall in Saint Agnes' budget; this after the hospital begins 

a $120 million expansion project. 

  

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

A Fresno County jury has just awarded more than five million dollars to the family of a 

local woman.  They claimed that woman, Margaret Muccianti, died because of 

negligence by the Willow Creek Health Care Center nursing home in Clovis.  
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NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

The Center For Disease Control says youth obesity is on the rise and reaching epidemic 

proportions.  The C.D.C. released data from a 1999 study showing 13 percent of children 

ages 6 to 11 were overweight, compared with 11 percent in a survey done between 1988 

and 1994.  Public health officials say the increase is alarming because obesity puts  

children at further risk for diabetes, cardiovascular and other diseases. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/05/01, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL  

A new hope for people battling leukemia -- a cancer drug expected to hit the market this 

fall could be the best single treatment for a form of leukemia.  The drug is called Glivec.  

The New England Journal of Medicine reports a study found the drug  appears to cripple 

the cells that cause chronic myeloid leukemia.  Right now, the disease is treatable only by 

bone marrow transplant.  

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 04/06/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 06/29/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

On today's show, Oprah and the entire audience are doing yoga.  All kinds of people, 

from celebrities to stressed-out moms, swear it has given them more energy, less stress, 

helped them lose weight, and improve their health, their relationships, and even their sex 

lives.  One of the most sought-after "yogis" in the world, Rodney Yee, joins Oprah to 

teach us some basic moves we can do at home.  Viewers tell how the breathing and 

calming techniques of yoga have helped them with everything from insomnia to smoking.  

One mom says yoga helped her end 30 years of yo-yo dieting and lose 25 pounds. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 04/09/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL  

The President today, sent lawmakers details of his 2002 budget plan.  Democrats are 

questioning some of the cuts the President wants in order to make room for his tax cut.  

They're most upset by cuts to rural health care programs, child abuse prevention, and care 

for the mentally ill. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/10/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL  

Scientific researchers say human fat is a potential source of stem cells, the building 

blocks for all human tissue.  Stem cell research holds promise toward finding cures for 

Alzheimer's disease, diabetes and cancer.  A member of the research team says the new 

discovery could potentially do away with the need for using fetal tissue. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/10/01, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL  

Asthma is a major health problem in the Central Valley.  A new study suggests the more 

you know about the chronic disease, the better you may feel.  Community Medical 

Centers conducted the three-year study of more than 1,800 asthma patients in Fresno.  

Teaching those patients about their disease significantly cut trips to their doctors and 

emergency rooms and reduced hospital admissions.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/04/01, LENGTH 1:11 MIN., LOCAL  

Not so long ago, it took cameras as large as an entire room to allow us to see the inner 

working of the heart.  Today a break-through imaging tool uses a small computer and 
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even smaller bubbles.  Action News anchor Cindy Suryan explains in tonight's 

HealthWatch. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/13/01, LENGTH 1:39 MIN., LOCAL  

The number of women diagnosed with breast cancer is expected to increase by 180,000 

each year.  Dr. Dean Edell reports on a new targeted therapy that is giving some women a 

fighting chance.  According to one medical study, women treated with Herceptin in 

combination with chemotherapy lived 24 percent longer than those treated with 

chemotherapy alone.  

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/16/01, LENGTH :15 SEC. LOCAL  

Assemblyman Dean Florez says farmworkers provide the labor to make agriculture work 

and it's time to make sure their health needs are taken care of.  Florez wants to create a 

$150 million trust fund that would provide grants to clinics and get more mobile clinics 

into the fields.  An Assembly committee is expected to take up the bill. 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 04/18/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL  

If you're getting ready to enjoy alfalfa sprouts with that lunchtime sandwich, hold on a 

second.  "Fuji Natural Foods" is voluntarily recalling all of its alfalfa sprout products 

because they may be contaminated with salmonella.  The recall affects sprouts sold under 

the brand names "Fuji Natural Foods," "the sprout factory," "Calco farms" and "young 

and tender living alfalfa sprouts."  Health officials are still looking into 22 illnesses 

linked to the sprouts last February. 

  

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 04/20/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Many studies suggest that there are significant disparities between men and women who 

drink.  Women metabolize alcohol differently from men, more quickly developing such 

physical complications as liver disease, high blood pressure, and hepatitis; and a woman 

who drinks too much is likely to suffer from depression, anxiety, and eating disorders, 

which may not go away even if she stops drinking.  The reasons that women drink are 

generally very different from why men do, and today's show explores the intimate 

connection between women and alcohol abuse and challenges your assumptions and 

expands your awareness of the role alcohol plays in women's lives. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/21/01, LENGTH 1;26 MIN., LOCAL  

Graves disease is an autoimmune disease that attacks the thyroid gland and the tissues of 

the eye.  You're likely most familiar with the bulging eyes it causes from pushing the eye 

out and pulling the lid down.  While the change in the eye causes cosmetic concerns, it 

can also lead to tearing, light sensitivity and risk of infection.  Now, doctors have a new 

surgical approach.  Action News anchor Cindy Suryan explains in tonight's HealthWatch. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/23/01, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL  

A toxic mold is growing on a South Valley prison.  The mold was found in the roof of 

Corcoran State Prison.  Some employees say it's making them sick.  A guard has filed a 

claim saying the exposure has caused depression, nausea, and other health problems.  
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He's seeking more than $25,000 in damages.  Other employees are expected to file 

similar claims.  Prison officials would not comment on possible lawsuits. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10:30AM, 04/29/01, 30 MIN., LOCAL/PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Featured organizations:  Valley Caregiver Resource Center; and The Leukemia and 

Lymphoma Society.  Today's program focuses on serious diseases:  Alzheimer's Disease, 

leukemia and lymphoma.  The positive part of the show is a couple of organizations that 

offer aid, education and hope.  The Valley Caregiver Resource Center holds public 

forums on early stage Alzheimer's Disease.  Current Alzheimer medications can delay 

serious symptoms by six months to a year.  Early diagnosis is the key.  More Americans 

are surviving cancer than ever before, yet survivors are often unprepared for the 

challenges of living beyond cancer.  To provide cancer survivors with the knowledge to 

cope, the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society presents "Cancer: Keys to Survivorship", the 

first nationwide program that aims to empower all cancer survivors. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/30/01, LENGTH :41 SEC., LOCAL  

PacifiCare members will begin receiving care from Santé Community Physicians and 

Community Medical Centers.  This morning, PacifiCare officially pulls out of its contract 

with Saint Agnes Medical Center and the Matrix Physician Group.  Nadine Cowan of 

Orange Cove moved up her gallbladder surgery to last night at Saint Agnes, so her 

current doctor could perform the operation.  The health care provider let members know 

last month their medical service will be switched to Community Medical Centers.  St. 

Agnes had an exclusive contract with them through December.  They have filed a 

lawsuit.  Hospital staff says the whole thing has patients confused and angry. 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY,  05/04/01, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL  

A new drug is showing promise in preventing a relapse of ovarian cancer.  A Seattle-

based company developed the new medication, called I-M 862.  It works by stimulating 

the body's immune system, preventing tumors from developing blood vessels needed for 

them to grow.  I-M 862 is currently in clinical trials across the nation. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/05/01, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL  

School principals have to try harder to get kids' attention these days, and principal Marty 

Michaels arrived at Cooper Middle School in a helicopter.  She wanted to draw attention 

to the school's health and safety fair.  While kids were there to have fun, they could also 

get vaccinated and free medical and dental checkups.  Parents received information about 

all the health services available to their kids through the Fresno County Health 

Department.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/10/01, LENGTH, 1:22 MIN., LOCAL  

Parlier Junior High is hosting a health fair to take care of moms across the Valley.  

Women can have their blood pressure checked and can even be screened for breast cancer 

-- a disease that is now of particular concern in the Hispanic community. 
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NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/16/01, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 

Employees at one Clovis company got quite a workout.  Those weren't kids inside that 

bounce house.  They're Pelco employees who are learning more about being physically 

fit.  The event is part of National Health and Fitness Day, and several organizations were 

at Pelco to distribute a variety of health information.  The company says a healthy 

lifestyle helps employees work better and results in fewer sick days. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 05/17/01, LENGTH 1:05 MIN., LOCAL 

Eating certain fruits and vegetables can help prevent cancer and heart disease.  This 

report stresses that it's the antioxidants in these foods that are beneficial. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/22/01, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL  

A new program was first made available to counties with a high juvenile delinquency 

rate.  Fresno County falls into that category.  It teaches new mothers all they need to 

know about bringing up a healthy baby in the hopes of preventing future health and social 

problems.  The program was started in New York almost 20 years ago.  It's been in the 

Valley about four years now.  Studies have shown it has helped decrease child abuse and 

neglect, as well as behavioral problems among the children.  

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/24/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Health officials hope you can learn a lesson from Louisiana.  The drowning rate is about 

50 percent higher than the national average.  A study found that 60 percent of teenage 

and adult victims who drowned in Louisiana were either drinking or on drugs.  A 

publicity campaign is underway here right now as well, so swimmers will get the 

message to not drink and swim. 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 05/28/01, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

Just in time for summer, scientists say they've developed a new way to avoid sunburn -- 

simply by popping a pill.  The new drug on the market is called Bioastin.  It promises to 

block out part of the ultraviolet rays.  It was originally designed as a diet supplement, but 

researchers recently discovered it also reduces the risk of sunburn.  However, many 

health experts question those claims and say there are better ways to protect yourself 

from the sun's harmful rays. 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 05/30/01, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

Hundreds of thousands of women may be suffering from a disease "masking" itself as 

menopause.  It's an autoimmune disorder called Sjogren's Syndrome.  It afflicts women 

between the ages of 40 to 60, leaving them feeling dryness of the mouth, eyes and other 

body parts.  The inflammation can spread to joints and cause arthritis or even more 

serious health problems. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 06/01/01, LENGTH :14 SEC., LOCAL 

Catching and stopping a fatal disease in its early stages is the only way some people have 

a chance to make it.  A CT scan is said to detect all kinds of serious health problems like 

heart disease, even cancer at very early stages.  Businesses across the country are now 

offering CT scans to healthy people, promising to find the earliest signs of disease.  But 
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many doctors say there's no evidence to support widespread screening.  The American 

College of Radiology says there is no evidence that CT screening can prolong life.  But 

Jane Eicher, an osteopathic doctor who works for a mobile CT scan provider, insists full 

body scans save lives.    

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/05/01, LENGTH :55 SEC., LOCAL 

If you can't go to the dentist, dental care could now come to you.  The Fresno County 

Health Department has two new trucks ready to provide dental care for kids in rural 

areas.  Each unit has a dentist and assistant assigned, along with an oral health education 

specialist.  They're helping children from low-income families or those who don't have 

insurance.  The state-of-the-art vehicles have already traveled to schools like Parlier, 

Mendota and Five Points.  

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 06/07/01, LENGTH 1:14 MIN., LOCAL 

There is another reason to watch what you eat.  Obese adults are likely to have more 

chronic health problems than smokers, heavy drinkers or poor people.  A new report 

found that obese people have an average of nearly twice as many chronic health problems 

as those of normal weight.  One researcher says the survey shows that public health 

officials should focus on fighting fat at least as much as they discourage smoking. 

    

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 06/07/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

On today's show, Oprah points out some errors that you could unwittingly be making, 

from washing down certain medications with grapefruit juice, to wearing your shoes 

inside your house.  Liz Vaccariello, editor of Fitness Magazine, shares some of the most 

common health mistakes smart women make, and how to avoid the pitfalls. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 06/12/01, LENGTH 1:45MIN., LOCAL  

A mammogram is the key test to detect breast cancer in women.  But the procedure can 

miss about 15 percent of breast tumors.  Now radiologists have a new tool that lets them 

double-check mammograms.  In a special HealthWatch, Action News anchor Cindy 

Suryan tells us about the computer-aided detection device for use in breast cancer 

screening. 

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 06/12/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Several months ago, Dr. Phil McGraw joined Oprah for a series on "getting real about 

weight loss", during which he tackled losing weight in a realistic, permanent, life-

changing way.  Today's show shares some inspiring follow-ups with the guests from 

those shows.  How this popular life strategist's no-nonsense advice helped our guests 

stick to their guns and shed the pounds.  Then Dr. Phil takes the next step in his weight 

loss plan and explains how to stay motivated to keep the weight off. 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 06/14/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL  

The government is waging a war against internet health fraud.  Today the Federal Trade 

Commission announced a new round of enforcement actions against the fraudulent 

marketing of supplements and other health products on the internet.  The six new FTC 
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enforcement actions target companies marketing a variety of devices, herbal products, 

and other dietary supplements to treat or cure cancer, HIV, arthritis, hepatitis or cancer.  

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 06/14/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Menopause – It’s not what it used to be.  Oprah explains why the physical changes that so 

many women dread can actually be a wake-up call to lead you to a happier and healthier 

life.  Guest Dr. Christiane Northrup shares her personal experience with menopause and 

tells how she used this transformative process as an opportunity to learn about herself.  

Other women who are struggling with the physical and emotional changes of menopause 

tell of their experiences, also.  Dr. Northrup shares her advice on how to slow down the 

aging process, control hot flashes, and prevent the "middle age spread" that often comes 

with menopause. 

 

 

PARENTING 

 

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 04/05/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Today's show is for parents frustrated by their child's inability to budget or save their 

money and kids who don't appreciate the value of money or those who babysit, but then 

squander all their earnings.  Oprah talks to a parent who shares his innovative program 

that helps other parents teach their children money management by giving their kids the 

control of the money that would normally be spent on things like school, clothing, and 

entertainment.  He offers his step-by-step plan on how to raise financially responsible 

children. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10:30AM, 04/29/01, 30 MIN., LOCAL/PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Featured organizations:  United States Postal Service, United Way of Fresno County, 

Community Food Bank, California Food Policy Advocates.  Today's focus is on families 

and poverty.  For adults and children, that can mean hunger; however there are some 

programs that are working.  Children are one of the largest, fastest-growing and most 

ethnically and racially diverse populations in the Central Valley.  As a group, they are 

also the poorest.  Children and families in Central California continue to experience high 

rates of poverty exacerbated by high rates of unemployment and a lack of well-paying 

jobs. 

 

Valley school districts have parent involvement programs, as well as breakfast and lunch 

programs.  Parents can take evening classes ranging from math to parenting; outreach 

specialists link schools and parents in a variety of languages, while a student family 

service center offers one-stop shopping for families needing social services. 

 

Each year, the United States Postal Service, in conjunction with the United Way and 

Community Food Bank, holds their annual National Letter Carriers Food Drive – a huge 

task that gathers tons of food to feed the needy in the Valley. 
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The California Food Policy Advocates is California's statewide nutrition policy and 

advocacy organization.  Their mission is "to improve the health and well-being of low-

income Californians by increasing their access to nutritious, affordable and safe food." 

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 04/30/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

This week's Angel Network "Use Your Life" award goes to a young woman who is using 

rockets, robots and roller coasters to inspire young girls to see a brighter future for 

themselves.  Do you really know about the pressures your daughter faces every day?  

Girls' self-esteem can plummet when they hit puberty.  They lose their self-confidence, 

become unhappy with their bodies, and sometimes turn to boys for approval.  Today the 

experts share advice on how parents can help daughters learn how to set boundaries, 

listen to themselves, and discover how strong they really are. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/30/01, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL  

Every summer you hear about this type of tragedy: children killed when they're  

accidentally left in hot, parked cars.  But now one automaker is working to eliminate the 

deadly mistake.  General Motors has developed a motion sensor that detects the presence 

of a child left in a closed vehicle.  Once a sensor detects the child or even a pet in 

dangerous temperatures, it sounds a horn to attract attention.  The technology is 

sophisticated enough to detect motion as subtle as the breathing of a baby sleeping in a 

child safety seat. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 04/30/01, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 

If you have youngsters traveling in your car, several groups are hoping you'll get them a 

booster seat.  There's a new safety campaign underway urging parents to use booster seats 

for children who have outgrown regular car safety seats.  Experts say more than 500 kids 

ages 4 to 8 die every year in crashes because they are either unprotected or wearing seat 

belts that don't fit right.  The Transportation Department and Ford Motor Company are 

working together in this campaign.  Ford is giving away one million booster seats.  Half 

will go to Ford customers, the rest to families through the United Way. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 05/01/01, LENGTH 2:50 MIN., LOCAL 

Car crashes are the leading cause of death among American teenagers.  Three years ago, 

the State of California imposed tougher restrictions on new drivers to try to save their 

lives and the lives of others.  Action News reporter Kevin Quinn tells us if the stricter 

rules are working. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 05/10/01, LENGTH 2:02 MIN., LOCAL 

Fast food and video games are turning kids into overweight couch potatoes, but there are 

ways to get your youngster out of the overweight lifestyle.  We live in a world of 

convenience.  Families are constantly on the go.  Parents are busy with work.  Kids are 

busy with school and sports.  Oftentimes, dinner consists of whatever fast food they can 

rustle up.  At the Lifestyle Center in Visalia, Alana Unger feeds the minds of entire 

families, not just children.  Unger says overeating is one way some kids deal with 

personal issues.  The American Dietetic Association says 20 percent of kids in the US are 
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overweight.  That's one in five.  Experts say it starts at home, where kids spend too much 

time watching TV,  playing video games and eating. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/22/01, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

The program was first made available to counties with a high juvenile delinquency rate.  

Fresno County falls into that category.  It teaches new mothers all they need to know 

about bringing up a healthy baby in the hopes of preventing future health and social 

problems.  The program was started in New York almost 20 years ago.  It's been in the 

Valley about four years now.  Studies have shown it has helped decrease child abuse and 

neglect, as well as behavioral problems among the children.  

 

OPRAH, 4:00PM, 05/25/01, LENGTH 60 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Is it possible to turn an ordinary child into a genius?  If you give your children 

educational opportunities at every turn, can you create "superkids" with higher-than-

average IQ's?  Many parents are trying to provide their kids with that extra "edge" by 

offering everything from language classes after school to science camps over summer 

vacation.  On today's show, Oprah discusses this issue with parents who want to make 

sure their children get all they can out of life without causing additional stress – by 

pressuring them to become overachievers and scheduling too many extracurricular 

activities – that could potentially lead to problems later on. 

 

NEWSCAST:  MIDDAY, 05/30/01, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 

Parents of teenage children can feel some comfort from a recently released report.  The 

study found that programs that encourage abstinence, but teach teens about protection 

and risks such as pregnancy and AIDS, are effective.  The research also found there's no 

evidence that "abstinence only" programs work.  

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 06/10/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Keeping kids safe was the focus of an effort to provide ID’s to valley youngsters.  A local 

car dealership hosted "The Commitment to Kids Safety ID Day."  Children were 

fingerprinted and photographed.  If a child comes up missing the ID Kit could help 

authorities find them sooner.  More than 2,100 children are reported missing in this 

country everyday. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/12/01, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

A special club is making sure young Fresno families stay healthy and happy.  Dozens of 

mothers and their children enjoyed lunch in downtown Fresno while learning more about 

the dangers of smoking, using drugs, and drinking during pregnancy.  The event was 

hosted by "Babies First," a county organization that works to reduce baby deaths by 

improving the health of mothers.  Action News anchor Juanita Stevenson MC’d the 

luncheon. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/18/01, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 

City Hall turned its attention to parenting this morning.  As a tie-in to the Father's Day 

weekend, Dr. Ken Canfield offered tips on how parents can better connect with their kids.  

Dr. Canfield has appeared on Oprah and ABC World News Tonight.  He says to be a 
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good father, one must first be a good son.  And equal time must be spent with both sons 

and daughters.  

   

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 06/22/01, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 

It's that time of year when teenagers are out of school, and many of them have a lot of 

free time.  Looking for something to do?  Why not get a job?  That's exactly what lots of 

teens do during the summer.  Part-time jobs teach responsibility, and help younger people 

learn to manage money.  One man who has written books on parenting says moms and 

dads need to encourage teens to work, but let them make up their own mind about what 

they want to do. 

 

 

AGRICULTURE 

 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 04/03/01, LENGTH :33 SEC, LOCAL 

The Fresno County Department of Agriculture is gearing up to battle a destructive pest.  

The agency trained employees today to identify plants preferred by the glassy winged 

sharpshooter.  Crepe myrtle, oleander, grapevines and citrus are among the pest's favorite 

places to live.  You'll recall ag officials waged a huge effort last year to destroy the insect 

after infestations were found  in various Valley locations.  It carries pierces disease which 

can devastate vineyards.  As the weather warms up, if you think you have an infestation,  

you're urged to call the Department of Agriculture. 

 

AG USA, 04/07/01, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 

John Stearns and the AG-USA Crew visit a new research laboratory in Selma, Alabama.  

It’s actually a working cotton farm where ICI America’s, one of the largest manufacturers 

of ag-chemicals, tests the effects new chemicals might have on the environment.  Tests 

are conducted under very controlled conditions by research scientists and ecologists, Dr 

Mike Tysowsky and Dr. Ian Hill. 

 

AG USA, 04/14/01, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Sheep have been providing man with food and clothing for 10,000 years. In these days of 

disposable products and chemical substitutes, it’s worthwhile to note that sheep are still 

the source of lamb and wool, two of nature’s renewable resources. John Stearns and the 

AG-USA crew visit with ranchers and veterinarians to see how modern sheep production 

operates. 

 

NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/16/01, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

Assemblyman Dean Florez says farmworkers provide the labor to make agriculture work 

-- and it's time to make sure their health needs are taken care of.  Florez wants to create a 

$150 million trust fund that would provide grants to clinics and get more mobile clinics 

into the fields.  An Assembly Committee is expected to take up the bill tomorrow. 
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NEWSCAST:  AM LIVE, 04/20/01, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 

Some good news in the battle against the glassy-winged sharpshooter.  State and local 

agriculture officials say populations of the pest seem to be declining in Kern County.  

The Kern County Agricultural Commissioner says thousands of traps around the county 

show there are fewer sharpshooters around now than a year ago.  He credits the lower 

numbers to efforts to monitor citrus shipments, and to outreach programs. 

 

AG USA, 05/12/01, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 

AG-USA goes on the road with Dr. Klingborg of Merced, California.  Many miles are 

covered as Dr. Klingborg attends to medical emergencies, routine herd checks and 

advises ranchers on animal nutrition.  This program explores the role of veterinarians in 

protecting America’s farm animals. 

 

AG USA, 05/26/01, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Dairy farmers are concerned with herd health management, preventive medicine and 

quality control from cow to consumer. To accomplish this, they work as a team with 

veterinarians who specialize in dairy animals, which results in some of the cleanest, 

healthiest, most productive milk-producing animals in history. 

 

NEWSCAST:  6PM, 05/30/01, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

An effort is underway to stamp out a dangerous pest.  Red imported fire ants are a serious 

threat to people, agriculture, and the environment.  Fire ants were found last year in 

almond and persimmon orchards in Clovis.  The California Department of Food and 

Agriculture, and the Fresno County Ag Commissioner are teaming up to educate the 

public about the pests.  They're urging residents to be on the alert and report suspected 

colonies to the fire-ant hotline. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/05/01, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 

Valley fruit farmers are facing troubles with their crops.  Growers believe shipments of 

plums and nectarines will be down; however, they are predicting a record production of 

peaches.  Prune and apricot farmers are not doing as well.  The industries are asking the 

federal government for help. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/06/01, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 

A crackdown on growers and farm labor contractors who don't pay their workers is the 

goal of a new bill at the State Capitol.  Farm labor advocates say field hands are 

frequently cheated out of wages.  The bill, passed in the Assembly, stiffens penalties for 

growers and contractors.  A first offense could mean 30 days in jail and $1,000 fine.  A 

second offense could cost up to six months in jail and $5,000.  Supporters claim the bill 

would protect workers.  Critics say it puts the agriculture industry in a special category by 

requiring jail time for violating labor laws. 

 

AG USA, 06/17/01, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 

Laying hens are the egg producer’s living.  To examine firsthand the care, feeding, health 

and housing of a typical laying flock, John Stearns and the AG-USA crew visit Emly 

Ranch in Riverside, California.  They discover that today’s average hen lays 100 more 
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eggs than the average did in 1945, due to the welfare of the birds and production 

efficiency.  Featured are authorities on breeding, nutrition, and processing, along with a 

top poultry veterinarian. 

 

NEWSCAST:  11PM, 06/18/01, LENGTH 1:59 MIN., LOCAL 

The situation has many Valley farmers frustrated.  They say they're tired of not getting 

the prices they deserve and hope possible changes to the federal farm bill will help.  A 

Congressional Committee will begin debating the federal farm bill soon.  It could be 

approved sometime this fall. 

 

NEWSCAST:  5PM, 06/22/01, LENGTH :25 MIN., LOCAL 

The federal government is stepping in to help the ailing apricot industry.  The 

Department of Agriculture has bought more than nine thousand tons of canned and frozen 

apricots for about eleven million dollars.  Another order for more than 5,000 tons is 

expected to be announced next week.  Most of the fruit will come from Central Valley 

orchards.  Large harvests and low demand have led to an oversupply in the last few years. 
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LOCAL PSA LIST FOR THE 2nd QUARTER 

 

 

 

:30 P23 RED LIGHT RUNNERS 

:30 P25 RED LIGHT RUNNERS  

:30 P29 HISPANIC CHAMBER MEMBERSHIP 

:30 P11 HOSPICE 

:30 P42 YMCA JOB MATTERS 

:30 P21 DRUG FREE 

:30 P24 DRUG FREE 

:30 P85 TREE FRESNO: BREEZE 

:30 P08 ABC30/ CLOVIS DRUG NO SMOKING 

:30 P09 TEEN PREGNANCY 

:30 P60 CHILDREN'S TV REPORT (once every quarter) 

:30 P37 AD FEDERATION/ BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS (UFN) 

:30  P53 RED CROSS  

:30 P61 MET MUSEUM - BUG EXHIBIT 

:30 P84 LEUKEMIA/LYMPHOMA  

:30 P81 CITY OF HOPE 

;30 P74 SHARE AND CARE FOOD DRIVE 

:30 P83 RADIO BILINGUE TEJANO FESTIVAL 

:15 P87 RADIO  BILINGUE TEJANO FESTIVAL 

:15 P82 CITY OF HOPE 

:15 P66 HISTORICAL SOCIETY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

:15 P80 HISTORICAL SOCIETY PALOMA HERITAGE TOUR 

:15 P58 RED CROSS (GRACE) 

:10 P96 TREE: JOIN 

:10 P05 DRUG/BROTHER 

:60 P28     COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL/TEEN DRINKING 

 

 


